**PROBLEM:** Every technician has experienced the frustrating situation with EGR Valves that are prone to carbon clogging. This carbon buildup can cause the EGR pintle to stick open or closed. The result can be rough idling, stalling, hesitations, surging, pinging, malfunction indicator lamps (MIL) to be set and / or failed emissions tests. Even a new EGR Valve may very well foul again in a very short period of time.

**SOLUTION:** TOMCO, Inc. has developed **KLEAN SCREEN™ TECHNOLOGY** that actually prevents EGR Valves from fouling. The KLEAN SCREEN™ GASKET takes the place of the original equipment type gasket. The integrated carbon filter screen covers the hole where the exhaust gas enters. These heat resistant, stainless steel screens catch the carbon particles before they can cause trouble inside the EGR Valve. As heat is built up around the screen, these larger particles are burnt off or dissipated into smaller, non-clogging particles.

**BENEFITS FOR THE TECHNICIAN**

- Corrects & Repairs an Original Equipment problem.
- Reduces Comebacks.
- Simple to Install Preventative Maintenance.
- Doesn't just replace the part - actually fixes a system problem.
- Builds Credibility with YOUR Customer.
- CUSTOMER SATISFACTION!

**BENEFITS FOR THE CONSUMER**

- Saves Costly EGR Valve Replacement of $100 to $500 or More!
- Ends the Frustration of Continued EGR Valve Malfunction.
- Confidence in their TECHNICIAN.
- Helps avoid the "Stranded Motorist".
- CUSTOMER SATISFACTION!

**KLEAN SCREEN™
EGR Valve Gaskets with Integrated Carbon Filters**
"Catch carbon particles **before** they can cause trouble!"
THE KLEAN SCREEN™ LINE-UP

#2-1357 • TOMCO'S MOST POPULAR!
Applications: Buick, Cadillac, Chevrolet, Chevrolet Truck, GMC Truck, Oldsmobile, Oldsmobile Truck, Pontiac, Pontiac Truck, Saturn 1992-2002 ★
ASSOCIATED TECHNICAL SERVICE BULLETIN: GM 96097
ASSOCIATED MIL CODES: 32, P0401, P1406

#2-1379 • Fits 3.8L GM Linear EGR Valves.
Applications: Buick, Chevrolet, Chevrolet Truck, Oldsmobile, Oldsmobile Truck, Pontiac, Pontiac Truck 1994-2003 ★
ASSOCIATED MIL CODES: P0401, P1406

#2-1121 • The ORIGINAL KLEAN SCREEN™!
Applications: Ford, Ford Truck, Lincoln, Mercury 1980-1993 ★
ASSOCIATED MIL CODES: 31, 32, 33

#2-1377 • Includes a KLEAN SCREEN™ BASKET. The BASKET is placed in the tube before the EGR Valve. When used in conjunction with the gasket, gives DOUBLE protection to the passages!
Applications: Ford, Ford Truck, Lincoln, Mazda Truck, Mercury, Mercury Truck 1984-1997 ★
ASSOCIATED MIL CODE: 332

#2-1378 • When passages need to be completely cleaned out to restore the EGR system to normal operation, this kit is the same as the #2-1377 but includes the replacement gasket for the intake adapter.
ASSOCIATED TECHNICAL BULLETIN: FORD 96-23-4
ASSOCIATED MIL CODES: 332, P1407, P1408

#2-1371 • Fits Ford Sonic Valves with "Screw On" Exhaust Tubes. Includes KLEAN SCREEN™ BASKET.
Applications: Ford, Ford Truck, Mazda Truck, Mercury 1984-1997 ★
ASSOCIATED MIL CODES: 31, 32, 33, 332

#2-1370 • Chrysler EGR KLEAN SCREEN™
Applications: Chrysler, Chrysler Truck, Dodge Truck, Eagle, Plymouth, Plymouth Truck 1988-1997 ★
ASSOCIATED MIL CODE: P0401

★ Refer to KLEAN SCREEN™ Catalog C26-2000 for Specific Applications

KLEAN SCREEN™ GASKETS ARE AVAILABLE AT:

NEW